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Using Benford's Law To Detect Fraud 
In The Insurance Industry 

Meredith Ma.~er, (E-mail: meredith.maher@rnarquette.edu), Marquette University 
Michael Akers, (E-mail:'michael.akerS@marquette.edu), Marc:uette University 

Abstract 

Benford's Low is the mathematical phenomena that states that the first digits or left most digits in 
a list of numbers will occur with an expected logarithmic frequency. 1f'hile this method has been 
used in industries such as oil and gas and manufacturing to' identify fraudulent activity, it has not 
been applied to the health insurance industry. Since health insurance companies process a large 
number of claims each year and these claims are susceptible to fraud, the use of this method in 
this industry is appropriate. This paper examines the application of Benford's Law to four health 
insurance companies located in the Midwest. For each company, analysis was peiformed on the 
first digit distribution, the first two-:digit distribution, and providers with high volumes of claims. 
The results show that the populations are similar to the frequencies predicted by Benford's Law. 
The findings also suggested possible fraudulent activity by specific providers, however, the 
companies determined that these results occurred due to abnormal billing practices and were not 

Jraudulent. Theinsurance!;01!lpaniestha(par:ticipated.in this.swdy will cantinue to use this 
method to further detect fraudulent ,Cliliins. 

Introduction 

lIT 

::.., 

he U.S. General Accounting Office has estimated that fraud accounts for up to 10% of the annual 
expenditure on health care or $100 billion in the United States (GAO 1997). With the improvements 
in technology over the last decade, it has become increasingly possible ~o analyze large amounts of 

data to detect trends in claims. Hence, the llse of Benford's Law has now become feasible. In the health insurance 
industry, there is a large amount of claims data :rubmittedby thousands of health care providers. Benford's Law can 
be used to detect abnormalities in the data. In this paper, data from four insurance companies was examined and 
compared with the expected results from Benford's Law. 

The fIrst section of the paper provides an overview of Benford's Law. Next, the applicability of Benford's 
Law and the relevance to the insurance industry is discussed. The third and fourth sections describe the research 
methodology and results. The last section provides concluding comments. Note: The company and provider names 
are not disclosed to protect the interests of these corporations. 

Benford's Law 

Benford's Law is the mathematical phenomena that states that the first digits or left most digits in a list of 
naturally occurring numbers will occur with an expected logarithmic frequency as illustrated in Table 1. The 
equation for the curve is given by P (D1=d1) = log lO(1+1/d1) for dl in {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} (Nigrini 1999). 

GE physicist Frank Benford discovered an odd pattern that eventually became known as Benford's Law in 
the 19308. He noted that the frequency of low numbers such as 1, 2, or 3 was much higher than numbers such as 7, 
8, or9 (Nigrini 1999). The Law applies to populations greater than 10,000 with an extremely high degree of 
accuracy. However, it can be applied to popuiations with fewer occurrences with less accuracy. Benford's Law 

Readers with comments or questions area encouraged to contact the authors via email. 
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Table 1 
Benford's Law Frequencies 

First Digit Frequency 
1 0.30103 
2 0.17609 
3 0.12494 
4 0.09691 
5 0.07918 
6 0.06695 
7 0.05799 
8 0.05115 
9 0.04576 

applies tv (I fie! of n.umbf!fs regardless of their unit.s (i.e., it is scale invariant). 
Thus, it will work on any natlll:'al population whether it is in dollars, yen, or 
squ?.re [eft (Matt.hews 2000). Benford's u..w assumes that D13Ilbers represent 
the :el<,Jive sizez of similar objects, such ".s net i.llcmncs, tnl.di.ng volumes, or 
city populations. 

Benford's Law does not apply to numbers that are 'influenced by 
human interaction, such as A TM withdrawals. The data is .assumed not to have 
an arbitrary cutoff, which might ,eliminate some dab values and' make :t;he data 
analysis invalid, ..AJso, preassigned numbers such uS phone numbers 07 

personal identification numbers will not follow Benford's Law (Nigri:r:i 1.9(7). . . 

By using z-statistics, one can determine if the ruitaset is within an acceptable boundary of reasonableness 
between expected and actual values (Nigrini 1997). The goodness of fit test is based on the fonnula Chi-Squared = 
Sum ((OJ - ei / ej) for each i from 1 to 9. The chi-squared variable is very close to the chi-squared distnbution with 
8 degrees of freedom. If the observed frequencies are close to the corresponding expected frequency, the chi
squared will be small, which indicates a good fit. When the chi-squared value is large, it indicates a poor fit with the 
expected distribution. As the population becomes large, the observed and expected frequencies are expected to 
become nearly the same. 

Applicability and Relevance 

As stated in Nignni &. Mittemtaier (1997), with the .cost <?f computer processing declining and f!1e speed of 
processors ~mproving, it ,':is now feasible to use data. analysis tools,sur.h as Benford's Law, in analYtical audit 
procedures (Nigrini 1997). When utilizing analytical procedures.:in auditing, the results indicate potential areas of 
overstatement Dr understz,tement in aCCQunt balances or system data (Nigrini 1997). .These potentialdiecrep,l\Ilcies 
ihdicateareas wberean;~auditor should perfonn further te's1ing to eiisilie that fraud'or'nlisstateinerits have, not 
occurred. Prior research has used Benford's Law to evaluate the authenticity of data, while conformitY'does imply 
authenticity; nonconfo::mity raises the level of suspicion. 

The theory has been applied to business. data populations induding sales orders, cancelled checks, 
inventory purchases, and.disburserpent records (Nigri.ni 1999), Data that does not conform to Benford's Law raises 
the level of suspici{lD that errors are present in the dataset. Christian and Gupta (1993) used taxpayer data to 
examine tax evasion for cutoff points OD the tax tables by appl}'iog Benford's Law for distribution of 5th and 6th 

digits as a basis for its fmdings. In 1996, Nigrini used tax information to understand possible tax fraud. Nigrini 
separated taxpayers into two classes: high ~mc! low likelihood of tax e7asion. Using the figures from the taxpayers 
1040 and supporting fonos, Nigr.nj found that the low group had a better conformity to Benford's Law than did the 
high likelihooc group (l'{igrini 1997). 

In 1994, Nigrini applied Benford's La~ to~. d~taset ~fpayroll info~1ation over 10 years. Nigrini found 
that the d,ata followed the ex.pected patt~rn .. ove: the' fi~st flye ye~~:s, l;l~~ ,~eviated from the expected values for the 
sc(:ond five years. This was. caused py a repetitive frl'.J;,d COln.'T':~!!:lG:, the pa:'roll clerk." Crowder (1997) r.ote..d~t 
emerg~g trends such as ~lmfo!(i' s . Law W01.11d aid. in thedetec:tiorj· cf fake ~hecks or payroll fraud in the general 
manllfacru...;ng industry .. Cod'~rre anG Warner (1999)1:.sed Eenford's Le.w to determine if the fre.quency of checks 
signed just be)9W ~b..e threshold. for a second signature indicated.possihle fraud. Their. study noted an unU'mal 
frcqt!ency of numbers below the signing leve:s, which did not confern!. to the predicted results. 

Thtl.'lSeof thes,e d~ta analysis tests bas it practical e~Jr lic~tion il' r.he IJeld pf auditing large sets of data. All 
datasets have some variability to them; however, the dataset must closely confo~ to the requirements of Benford's 
Law in order to be an applicable test (Nigrini 1997). The use of the first two digits makes the auditability of large 
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datasets more feasible, because it reduces the population into smaller, more concentrated areas of risk that are 
reasonable to audit. Benford's Law will also further indicate abnormal patterns in number occurrences (Coderre and 
Warner 1999). The continuous auditing of datasets using Benford's Law will imm(!d~ate1y notifY management that 
errors or fraud maybeoccurting (Kogan, Sudit, 'and Vas.uMI}i 1~99). ,1 

" I" i J J i. : : ,"! ,.;.' 1~) j • OJ .'. r . ": ~ I '.. j :', I •• 

Curr~ntly, the insuraiiEeindustiy is concerned With-l:he'concept of fraudulim'tCiaims d.ue to the estimated 
$100 bilIioIY l~sseach fjear' drie t'o fraud (GAO t997)~I'vt:tei:tive' controls, such 'as significant investments in 
departments to investigate potential frauds and fraud hotlines;" are 'used' to uncover fraud." Health insurance 
cOIl?Panies also perfonn random audits of claims to ensure data accuracy and validity. - -
. J.~.:. J '.. . I . f. ..1': • I • , • I ' I' I r ... 

; ! S ~ (, '(lUi 'analysis 'of actual results! as' comp~red. to BeHford' s Law expectations Will demonstrate that the claims 
r~c~iVetl:-:a~alWhole-are not likely to b~ fictitious:. BylapplYnlg Benford's Law to each company's claims, trends can 
oe d'eteetet'l tliatht<iY'ihdicate possibk errors" ~r frauds. :rrlsurance companies can isolate-high~"Volume providers that 
mayb~ isiiMlitiing eifuerfraudulent or' errant' claims usrng B'enfdtd's' Law. Thus, corporate resources can be more 
effectively used to research those suspect companies, instead of randomly auditing from a pool of all providers. 
~;" • <: ••• -{ p.r' , ,. I. . . ." • • (';:' . .' I, 1:_.. J ," ,. ~ • 

Research ~ethodology 

Data was extracted from four insurance companies for all health insurance claims received over a 10-month 
period between I1l/2001 and 10/3112001. The four insurance companies are nationally based and headquartered in 
the Midwest. lheirmembership ranges from approximately 100,000 to 1,000,000 member lives. The health 
insurance underwritten by these companies is a mixture of individual medical and group health insurance_ 

.i.., 

The data obtained from the corporations was exammed and credits received from providers Wf;re removed, 
because the test is based on charges received from providers, not credits issued by providers for past billing errors. 
Charges of less than one' dollar were also removed ~ the population for the fn-st digit analysis.' For the fIrst two
digit (FTD) Benford's Law 'analYSis,.)charges·' ~es's thi'm' [ten dollars' were removed from· the populafion. • This was 
necessary to eliminateam-durits' Without • a single ot double digit: J resp.e~ti"elY.' The resulting' number of claims 
analyzed for fue"si'ngJe digIt analy.Sls,was'll,622,602. 'The ttltal!iiuillbe'r Ofda~mS,analYied fdr the'double-digit 
analygis'was 10,893,012. ': .:;1 n:L :N:·,·, , !~'" '''':,'' ':: :,': "-", r. )",',,>. fi', .. : . :}' 

, 'ri) 'to ;;' :' _,; , I ,- "",J', ' : ,. . I " 

First, using the fIrst digit, the entire population (all four comPanies) and -each in<ii'yidual company were 
compared to the expected results using Benford's Law. Second, the first two digits distribution was analyzed to 
determine if any trends exist for, the ent'ire population and each individual company: Healthcare provlders with 
greater than 10,000 claims subffiiitted for' a p'artieular'tompany were selected and compared to Benford's Law 
predictions and the overall trend or th\! Tcspective company. The cutoff (10,000 claims) was selected in otder to 
have a sufficient sample size for an:iljais: . , ,f\ . " . :' ': ( "I 

~ ~. i.: '.: i." , ; ~I~ I t 

The data was loaded into MiC'I'os'Ofi At:cess.J'A,'query was written 00 group the claims:tha~ began With the 
same digits together and count them. This :query Ms then furth~t 'refined· to stratify the population by compaIly and 
by provider. The Microsoft Access connnand 'LEFT (variable, position)' was used to isolate the first digit. A 
second query was written to group the claims that began with the same fIrst two digits and count their frequency. 

r, "~J. ··.l'.' .. ,r··.i~;;'i(n·I~:."",·.'."!'jbr t "!: ;. -')'.1" 

'the expected results should ·indi1j~e :tlfut:tlieidata fM the entire popullition; corporate and high-volume 
pro·,ider levels would generally conform to :gbM6tat~Law for both ·the fIrst :and fIrst- two digits distributions. The 
data was'statistically luialyzed by used l){theJgeodne'ss 'of. tit' test and the Mean Abs8rute Value test. The goodness 
of fIt '16st is baSed' on the formula the)surh' M( OJ ...; 'el~ r 8(fbr e-a'ch i from 1 to 9. The chi-squared vaf..able is 'very 
close to the chi-squared distributioh with 8 degrees of fr~edern. :The 'goodness of fIt test takes mto account, the 
overall size of~e population. Th'e-Me:ill Absolute< Value is u'sed to determine the absolute differenoeibetweeh the 
expected and actual values. This statistic is calculated by adding the absolute value of the differences between 
expected and actual proportions and di"idffig1J~.~: It does not take into ac'~OUllt the size of the ·population. 

I . r ., J \ '...' • '. -:r:i f r !'~ f· 

I: .1 : •• , ..... 1 ~ ·AiJ '), f, ., ~ t 
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Results 

Entire Population Analysis - Fin,( Digit. 

In total, 11.6 million Claims were analy7.€;o.. ".~a:hle 7. i1)olc'lte!l the result'! of the overall analysis. Chart 1 
represents the results in a pictori'll format. 

Table 2 
n Anal ------ .. - ---

First Digit Actual Count A~uiu Percentage' . Expected Percentage ·1 
1 3,192305 0,274664 0.30103 ' I 

2 1,825,197 0.157039 0,,17609 . I 
3 1,398525 0.120328 0.12494 I 
4 1,143,879 0.098418 0.09691 
5 1,131,544 •.• _0.0973~7 0.07918 
6 . 1,007062 0.086647 0:06695 
7 772,474 0.066463 0;05799 
8 635,128 0.054646 0.05115 
9 516,488 0.044438 0.04576 

Total _~ i 1,622,/i02 . 1.000000 - 1.00000 
--

* The actual and expected ratios are statistically different at a 95% confidence interval 

. - I" 

0.4 
>a-- . 
(.) 0.3 
c 
a> 
::1 0.2 
c-
a>. .t 0.1 

o 
1 

Chart! 
Entire Population Analysis 

Entire 

2 3 4 .5 6 7 8 

L . Digit 
. _ . '-Expected,. . .. ~ -Actual 

Z-Statistic 
26,gt.o.O -

~ 

. ~j,:i.';.(~.;.- -
1978.7 . -
272.7 

48,498.9 
., 67,352.4 .. -. 

14,388.8 
2,777.2 
443.9 

... 186508.0 

9 

, Although tl:e actual percentage's appear dose to.Be!lfQrd'~:.l!!w, they are sta~.stica!1y different at t..lte 95% 
level. .The z·statistics, Table 2, were used to detercine ,whetberthe differences between the actual and expected 
proportions arc sign;.ficant. The Mean Absolure Valc~ W"..:> calcdatedat 3.74 pe:o:cent. G~ven the visual similarity 
betwf:eJJ the two curves and the relatively lew MA V, the first digit dis~bution of claims received is determined to 
b~ sinrillU, but not statisticallY the same as .predicted 1>), Benford's Law.:-' Due to tIte large number of claims used in 
the analysis, it was not cost justified to investigate the differences between the expected and actual results. 
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First Digit Actual Count 
1 1,167,523 

Table 3 
COIDnanv A Anal ---

Actua! Percenta.ge 
0.277760 ._. 

Expect~ Percentage 
0.30103 

i 2" .. : ... :, 1 -. :,", 717,001 . 0.157121· 
+_.- 0.117898 --

0.17609 
3 
4 
5 
6 

·······7 .:- .. -- .... . . 
_.;:·Co·_ 8':"" .. ," 

.. _. --:.c·.'!1 :_ .. _.. .... . 
:---:: .:-.'fo(al---·--': .. .-

. (., ;.,j 

first Digit 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

'-.8 
9 

Total 
- --

First Digit 
......... 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

'- - T()~I -----1.....-.-

First Digit 
1 
2 
3 
4-
5 
6 
7 

r-----' 
g 

538,013 
443,808 
442,711 

. 391,995 
303,640 

. '2~967 

-~05,717 

4,563,375 

Actual Count 
483,421 
278·553 
218;473 
173737 
170407 
151,857 
113 198 
96,t>35 
79,974 

1,766,255 , 

Actual Co~t 
1;139,,702 
. 64.8;295 - " 

499843 
410 852 
402,414 
364,267 
280,129 
223431 
'11l0 653 
4,149,646 

.. 
Actual Count 

301,659 -
181,348 
142,196 
115,482 .' 
115952 
98,943·. 

, 

a _____ 

0.097254 
0.097('14 

__ O..:.Q~~~QO 
0.066538 . 

i . 0.0~5434 
r--PJl~5080 
- 1.000000 

table 4 
BAnal c __ a_. _ 

~- -- ---
Actual Percentage 

0.273698 
0.157708 
0,123693 
0.098365 
0.096479 
0.085977 
0.064089 
0.054912 
0.045279 
1.000000 

_""~~~94 
0.09691 
0.07918 
0.06695 
0.05799 
0.05115 
0.04576 
1.00000 

Expected Percentage 
0.30103 
0.17609 
0.12494 
0.09691 
0.07918 .' 
0.06695 
0.05799 

.. ' 1);05115-

0.04576 
1.00000 

C 
TableS 

CAnal -.'-- -- - -.. _ .. _- ._,,_ . 

" Actual Percentage Exoected Percentage 
0.274650 0.30103 

-. 0.156229 0.17609 
0.120454 . 0.12494 
0.099009 0.09691 
0.096990 0.07918 
0.087783 0.06695 
0.067507 0.05799 

). 0,053843 0.05115 
0.043535 0.04576 
1.000000 1.00000 ._-

_ Table6 
___ a, - - _~ __ ---

, ; .A~tu!u Percentage E){{,ected Percentage 
.. \; '. 0:263843 0.30103 

0.158614 0.17609 
0.124!70: i ..:. .' "0.12494 

.... 
0.101005 -

. .. 
0.09691 

0.101416 0.07918 
,..' 0;086540 .. , 
~.,-

r, ... Q.06695 ... 
75,')07. ,-. I ., : • O.066Q.42 " .,0 .. 05799· .. ',' 
6i,09~ 0.Q54311,. . .0.05115 

9 '5Q,I~i •. ';:"." '. ~ .. ,0;041858 ~. '0.04576 
Total .J,143,326· . -::::--. 1.000006 ' . I' 1.00000 , --* The actual and expected ratios ~re st¥ti}tic~iy' ditfei:e.nt'at a.?5?1o~0¥idelice ilitery~l 

. i.J. -... I • ~ . . . ~ ., 
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Z-Statistic 
8,208.6 
9,324.8 
1,811.2 

5.6 
18,330.2 
24,476.8 
5,749.9 
1 637.3 

46.1 

'" 69,590.6 

Z-Statistic 
4,383.2 
3389.3 

22.0 
38.6 

6,675.4 
9,550.9 
1,133.0 

438.1 
8.9 

~* _ 25,639.~ 

Z-Statistic 
9,592.9 

I 

9,295.6 
668.4 

I 188.7 
16,623.5 

I 26900.7 
6,481.2 

588.4 .---
448.9 

1 '" 70,788.4 

Z-Statistic 
5,252.2 
1,983.0 

3.0 
197.8 

7,139.5 

" 
6,553.7 

.1,178.3 I -
223.3 

- . 
90.4 J . * 22721:2 I 

I 

i 
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Analysis of the Four Companies - First Digit. 

When each CODlpany was isolated, their digit frequencieS were very similar to that of the entire population 
analysis. Table 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the analysis Of each c::miPatiy~ The results' are statistically different at the 95% 
level according to the goodness of fif test. Hov.~ever,'as state<labove; the first digit dUllnbution of claims received is 
similar to Benfordls Law, and thus can be used to analyze claim submitted byhign-volume providers. 

Entire Population Analysis - First Two DigitS: . 

The two-digit analysis, represented in chllrt 2, demonstrated .. a particularly surprising trend The frequency 
of second digits that ended in a 5 or 0 was much highp-f thanL~e expp-cted fre.quency. After obtain.:ng proccdurlt!s 
regarding pricing strategies at various large hospitals based in the Midwest, it was noted thilt hospit:tls targp.t l'!lcr,i.tic 
percentage increases for each procedure each year. This specific percentage is applied a~ross the boa::d; hOWF:"~, 
small adjustments can be made to these prices due to the· irtlpact ·of· Medicare pricing. . Mecicare '>.@ ~ay: a 
predetermined service rate regardless of the charged price, thus as hospitals and physicians try tc mcrea;;e thiir 
prices to cover their costs, the costs are manually adjusted based on the amount of usage of Medicare patients. This 
explains the manual rounding that occurs at the 0 and -5 second-digit points. For example, if the provider is targeting 
an 8% increase and the new target price is $24.41, the provider may elect to manually round up to $25.00 to adjust 
for Medicare. However, as' discussed in Section One, a key asswnptioJ1 in Benford's Law is that human interaction 
with the data will result in a distribution that will not conform to.Benford's Law. ~This is both visualiy apparent in 
Chart 2 and Rtatistically verified with the z-statistic calculations m Table· 7. Thus, there are SIgnIficant statistical 
differences between the entire population and Benford's Law for the first two digitsallalysis. 

I ., 
.0,.06." 

0.05 -

~ 0.04 
c 
(j) 
::::I 0.03 
0' 
CI) 

.t 0.02 

0.01 

0, 

30 

Chart 2 
En~re PopulationJ\.nalysis - First .Two Digits 

-Entire Population Analysis ~ First Two Digits 

20 30 40 50 ..60-.' - 10 80 
First Two 'Oigit5;' 

~Actual .. .;~·,:"""!EJqJe~ed_ I 

6 

90. 

.. / 

I 

-- ------

t 
L 
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I; 
f 

[i-
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Table 7 
~ ............. 'V' ...... _ .... ""~. .................... u"t.7 .................... '" ~ .. JiOo .. ....,. 

First Two Digits Actual Count ActualPetcentage" '3'; . EXIJecte'd Percentage . 
10 627,704 ., Oj~57{j24 .:..:; .. \ . ) ,;." . 0.936027 ? , _. 
II 349,469 . , '·6.0320·S2!' t! ; • ' , i'."", II 0.0342:S4':" .' 

12 397;992 
, '", nO:Q3fS5315' \'(1,; .. , 'J; ,):'1·.;.'0.032758 :,. 

13 272,253 0.024993 0.031406 
14 249,531 0.022907 ,.", 0'.030196: 
15 452~955 0.041582 0.029104 

, . 16 .. 224,223, ~') 0,020584 J • 
, :" .0.0281-07 : .. 

~':".' i; i 
. 198,428r.: "I: O.OI~2J<l,. j •. 0.027198 
. . 214,40~,. " .. ' . />.019683 . 0.026361 

~-·-j-j.9 . " 
f-!-- 151,917." 0.013946 0.025588 "'-'--'---------

0.033986 0.021074 . 20 370,214 '_ -·-"-21- 14023.1 .. 0.0'12873 . 0.020055 
~' .. 2L- 173,485 .. 0.015926 0.019162 

23 126,741 0.011635 0.018371 
24 137055 0.()12582 0.017664 
25 319 168 . 0:029300 0.017024 
26 127,651 0.OII719 0.016442 
27 125,956 'J .• " .. 0.'011563 0.015910 
28 139;487 0:012805 0.015420 
29 102·110 .0~Og9374 0.014968 
30 294,816 ,0.027065 0.014953 
31 ,- 96,594 '0.008868 0.014229 
32 123 150 I 0.01.1.305 0.013596 

·33 97,142 ,,'0.008918 0.013035 
34 91,38,91, . " " . ':~O.008390 .. , 0.012533 
35 '259;455 - . ", ';0.013818' 0.012079 
36 101,890 0.009354 0.011666 

.. 37' 9i,J33'.:· 
.. ~ . 

0.008935 . .: •.. ~ -. . om 1288 
.. 

38 95,302 0.008749 0.0109410 
39' 77,OO(y" ..... 0.007069' 0.010620 
40 249,364 0.022892 0.011598 -
41 69532 0.006383 .. 0.011031 
42 99,299 0.009116 0.010546 
43 ·64749 ., 0.005944 0.010111 
44 79,978 0.007342 0.009721 
45 221,178 0.020305. 0.009369 
46 69,265 0.006359· 0.009.048 
47 71276 .0.006543 . "0.008756 
48 90,3118 .. . ·:~""' .. f);008298 -: 0.008486 
49 _ -10,086 '0.006434 . 0.008237 
50 263,187 0.024161 0.009476 
51 62,757 ('., .',;:; 0.0057tt!· ~ 0.009018 
52 81,748 D..o07505. ... 0.008616 

f--. 53 62,858 .' . 'O.MS770 ... , 0.008261 f--.-
54 67,994 0.006242 0.007943 
55 203,974 .... ~ ··(tOt8725 ' 0.007655 
56 67,800 ·0.006224 -' 0.007393 
57 63,837 0"005860 0.007154 
58 76,048 0.006981 0.006934 
59 . 62,867 0.005771 0.006730 
60 264639 0.024294 0.008013 
61 53,130 0.004877 0.007625 

First Two Digits Actual Count Actual Percentage ~cted Percentage 
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Z-Statistic 
141,029.3 

1,541.1 
4747.1 

14,264.9 
19165.4 
58,281.3 
21 934.2 
32,311.4 
18,431.2 
57,692.8 
86,173.1 
28,012.3 

5,952.3 
26,906.7 
15925.2 
96,422.8 
14,778.4 
12936.3 
4,830.7 

22,772.! 
106,867.6 
22,009.0 " 

4,203.6 
14,165.6 
14919.1 

124,277.2 
4 991.1 
5,3'42.6 
4,784.2 

12,931.0 
119,797.0 
21,376.2 
·2,112.0 
18/703.5 
6,341.5 I 

139,028.7 
8,710.1 
6,090.3 

45.7 
4300.4 

247,883.4 
12,810.8 ! 

1,562.6 
8,178.1 
3,966.2 

174,380.3 
2,013.1 
2,547.9 

3.6 
1,488.5 

360,396.1 
10,784.2 

Z-Statistic 
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62 67,255 0.00074 0.007285 - 1,846.7 ___ .-- -'---0.005721 63 62,316 0.006985 2,492.3 --
64 57924 0.005318 0.006716 3,171.1 
65 187,080 0.017174 0.006473 192,733.0 
66 63154 _-,-_._Q ... oO'~?is~ ___ ~~-l:n--~:006251 358.3 
67 53,488"----- . . -O.O{J4910 - _- . .. . 0.006049 -2;334.7 ----
68 62,833 - - ':--'~--O.OOrJ68 --:-- .. - 0.005863 -- . -16.6 
69 50917------------_. 

. ~- -J,977.7 . - -{).004674 . 0.005691· --
. 70 155475 0.01427J 0.006940 84,391.0 

71 39,975 0.003670 0.006604 - 14,204.9 __ 
72 59556 0.005467 0.006310 -1,227.1· 
73 38,245 0.OO35H 0.00605-0 __ a, fi;c08.0 _.-=-
74 43,646 0.004007 '. 0.005817 

--f--. 6136.2.' . 
75 178098 0,016350 0.005606 224,249.1 -_._-
76 41,744 - 0.003832 . _. 0,005415 

j' 
5,037.2 -.-

77 40,163 0.003687 .0.005239 5,010.1 
78 44,974 0.004129 0.005078 I .- 11933.8 
79 36,069 0.003311 M04929 5,785.0 
80 136,175 0.012501 0.006122 72,419.1 
81 32127 0.002949 0.005825 15468.3 
82 40,144 0.003685 0.005566 6,923.1 -
83 38,663 0.003549 0.005336 6,519.5 
84 36,858 0.003384 0.005131 6481.2 
85 109559 0.010058 0.004945 57,575.8 
86 29 ... 750 0.002731 .' 0.004776 9,536.4 
87 30,322 0.002784 0.004621 7,960.9 
88 40924 0.003757 0.004479 1268.8. 
89 29,243 0.002685 0.004348 6,930.5 
90 .- 12-7,095 0.011668- 0.005477 76,236.5~~ 

_a. 91 27 877 . 0 002559 . O.005212~ 14,705.2' ____ ~ __ .. _______ .roo_"' ... __ 

92 ',. . -:. J04001 '0.002791 . 0~004980 .. - - 10,480.4 
~- . 27:090 -----I-'''' '-~ 0.002487 

.-
93 (f.OO4714· . =- ". ~-.;c '11,936-.4" -
94 

, .. . 26,932 0.002472 . 0.004590 .. - 10,643.4 . 
95 _84,667 (J.00777) , .. '0.004424 27,607.7 
96 - 30,667 0.002815 - 0;004273 5,414,6 
97 23,969 0.002200 0,004'134 9,855.0 

. 98 29,233 0.002684 0.004007 4,762.0 
99 27,412 . 0.002516 0.003890 5,280.4 

TOTAL )(r,893,023 I 1.000000 . 1.000000 * 3,083637.7 
... The actual and expected ratios are statistically ditTerent at a 95% confidt:nce interval 

Analysis of the Four Companies- First TlVO Digits, 

Each of the four companies was analyzed to determine if the distribution was similar to Benford's Law for 
the flrs~ two digits. In every case, th:: results were similar to e-.e. t:e~c[; noted in the Entire Population Analysis -
First Two Digits discu~sion. The actual rercent2.g~!!; wldz··staistic!; ha.ve not been included iJ~ this section (,ue t'J 
their si,.-nuarity with ':he above results, - . 

Analysis .of High-Volume Providers for the F our c.:~ . .npanies -, First D,igit. 
. . . 

Five providers were selected from Company A based on the criteria that the provider submitted more than 
10,000 claims during the to-month period under review, as depicted below in. Table 8. Visually, one may notice by 
examining the z-Statistics that all providers, except for provider #47312, have a z-statistic thatis lower than 6,000. 
Provider #47312 has a significant deviation from the exp:;;cted results for the digits one and two. After further 
analysis of this provider, it was determined that this provider was submitting an unusually high volume of $2 claims 

8 
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due to the types of services that it was required to 'provide .. ·The'insurance company found that these claims resulted 
from vali4 medical procedures. .. . 

; .. -T&bfe 8 .: '.: 
,'1' , 

--~"~L:--:;':· -- ---Q . -- ----.; .. = ... :=: .. ' ----- _.. ._- ---;::L-

-Digjt Plovidl;:r#33838! Pr~vider#39lQl-'- Provit:'er~31~9 . Provider #47281 Provider #47312 
-'1 ']52.2' . 32.'1 - '192.5-.-'-' 883.0 ** 5820.6 

~. 1.3 854.1 -:-339.3- 577.5 ** 13,542.5 
... 3~_ . -<B.8 _},010.9 - 8'79 .. 3 .. 1,449.7 57.6 
---"'-4' . 285.9 8.2" 40.0 217.7 216.9 

~;--:~;.-" ' .... '449.9 0.3 -: .. :40i5 . 120.9 311.3 
... -- - '-0.6 ,1:31-7.1 , .. 83.7 82.8 57.1 

t·· ,~, . -- .. -"15.1 . 356.4' 238} 128.7 73.5 
.. --" ·-8: . ...:; .. 7 .-. ... 424.7 80.2 - 153.1- 12.5 802.9 
"'-' "9;-:"; '367:8 348.8 ... 1.4 20.0 897.8 
. "T0TAL ... 1,731.2 - ... _5,008.6 'I' 2,385.6 ... 3,492.7 ** 21,780.1 
* The actual and expected mtios are statistically different at a 95% confidence interval 
"'of. Tne actual and expected ratios are statistically different at a 99.9% confidence interval 

Three providers from Company B submitted more than 10,000 claims in the 1O-month period. The z
statistics for these three providers are represented in Table 9. All results were statistically different at the 95% level 
except for those indicated with a ""'''''', which were statistically different at the 99.9% level. Visually, thez-statistic 
for ptovider#12275 digit 6 appearsnluch higher trulii expected: . The insurance' company determined that this" 
provider was submitting valid prpcedur.es and charges. .., . 

.:~ 
;', , 

" '!:Tab1e 9_ .. 
r-_...,--,c-:,...,....,,--_-!-_,-~eoDipany B H~h.v.olume.ProViders (Z-Statistics).c: _ . 

. :: Digit.-/..:: " ~roV!del'#12275 .. j- Provider.#23I-12 -".. .• Provider !84912 
'. 1 .... _ .-...... . .20.6 . '- 8.4 .. .. .. :. 385,9 

- 2 " _'.7,. 332.2 -'. -294.6.·. '.~ 423.9 
3· '::'·'5455-- 373.1 . 822.2 
4 -.. I .. " - 33.1 I. - 15.7 675 
5 .-".,2.1- - I· .148.8 3.7 

6 I··~' ~72.3 _. . . i, ," '. . ,46.4. I 38.3 7 .' . . 2865 .. ' . - /;;=: 78.7 . 118.4: 
8 ..:. 16.1... . .. ... . 21.4 2.1 
9 19i.0,; r. ,"." · .. ·17.7· I 1'l2.4 

TOTAL ... 2300.2 * 1004.8 ... 1972.4 
* The actual and expected mtios are statistically different at a 95% confidence interval 
** The actual and expected mtios are statistically different at a 99.9% confidence intetval 

J.::! J' Jr r ", .; .. 

, , There' are seven providerswhoiti; suilrtiltte;o more·ihatl 10,000 Claims to Company C. These seven 
provid(o;fs were analyied as' indicated in thfo test:fueh.metl1etlology sccti6iI and the' results can be foUnd in Table 10. 
Upon visual inspection, the high frequency of the digit 4 for provider #12931;'the h.;.gh' frequency of the digit 3 fo. 
provider #91882 and provider #92981, and the high frequency of the digit 2 for provider #18291 are suspect since 
they are statistically different at the 99.9% ievcl..t~llothet results in Table 10 are·statistically different at the 95% 
level. The insurance company noted that these providers submitted valid claims . 
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Table 10 
Company C Hifh Volume Providers ( Z-Statistics) 

Digit Prov 91822 'Prov 38129 I }'wv09132 Prov48218 Prov 18291 Prov 12931 Prov 92981 
1 120.2 733':& 54.1 165.6 103.8 2256.8 702.2 
2 290.0 " . 247.B S59,4 0.4 ' ** 2201.1 .'; 88.0 342.0 
3 ** 1281.9 154.4 .620L 

~. 

603.7 186.4 489.8 ** 1844.7 
4 69.1 5.4 ' 35.4 ' 420.2- 151.4 ** 3065.3 267.5 
5 13.7 502.7 481.7 21.0 160.3 286.3 4.5 
6 689.3 331.1 169.4 951.5 294.7 38J 101.5 
7 374.6 315.7 304.5 267.5 387.0 54.5 5.3 

,...~ 

8 0.1 606.9 ~~ , 86.1 71%+= 616:9' 0.5 
9 229.8 357.0 0.2 '1.9 1.3 -~ '92.9 3.7 - * 2S1SA TOTAL * 3068.7 * 3254.9 * 2286.2 . * 3559.0 * 6988:8 * 3271.9 

* The actual and expected ratios are statistically different at a 95% confidence interval 
** The actual and expected ratios are statistically different at a 99.9% confidence intet;Val 

Company D did not have any providers who submitted more thaD'10,OOO claim,s and thus no providers were 
analyzed for this company. ' . ' 

" , 

Conclusion 

Benford's Law is an excellent tool to predict the distribution of the first digit or first two' digits in a large 
population of data, given that the data has not been interfered with human interaction. Given conformity. to 
Benford's Law, one can use this too] as a method of detecting possible fraudulent or errant claims received on behaif 
of a health insurance company. TJris study reviewed the overall conformity of the entire population to Benfor4'.s 
Law !it the first digit and first two dlgi.ts level. . . ,. 

. ".' 
, 

This study detected .)ev~ral rosEibleirreguIa,rities that reouired fi.uthet:·investigation."Ther~'were'~ix ' 
providers that were isolatpA :jS high-risk for possible errant claims. , With ':l reasonable sample of high-risk claims, 
the company could determine if the claims were either valid or invalid.' WitJ{out the Benford's Law test, the 
company would not have knovmthat certain providers are charging for lafge numbers of selected services. The 
review of the two-digit distribution indicated that hospitals and physicians are rounding their prices to maximize 
their profits while still in compliance with governmental regulations. Thus, the expectation from the two-digit 
analysis of Benford's Law does not provide results that are comparable to the claims received from health care 
providers. The insurance companies whom participated in this study have implemented a periodic review to detect if 
there are any abnormal trends in the data received from providers. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

Other possible applications of Benford's Law in the insurance industry include the review of property and 
casualty claims such as automobile or property claims. At the hmlpital and physician level, its use would facilitate 
the monitoring of medical suppliers' bills that could be frauduknt and would eventually be paid by insurance 
companies. Future research could be performed to emmre that the curve d~icted in this article is truly similar to 
Benford's Law and not inadvertently similar to Benford's Law. m 
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